THE CONTACTS OF CIVILIZATIONS
sented a step forward through an important increase in native members
until, in 1931, after Raynaud's visit to the colony, their numbers
equalled those of the French representatives. It was also a step
from a purely official body. Both groups deliberate in common, and
its political powers are nil it has the embryonic form from which an
Indo-Chinese parliament might be developed.
The history of this federal Council is essentially that of the
assemblies. In Tonkin Bert's ideas of an advisory chamber of Notables
died with him, but the country had its ConseU de Protectory* (1889)
with the same functionary members, both native and French, and the
same restricted electorate and subjects of discussion.
Sarraut, and Pasquier widened the electorate slightly, and	its
name was changed, but it remained fundamentally the same. Its
original feature was the representation in a third section of the
Annamite peoples by a tripartite division into mercantile
groups.
No attempt was made to introduce native representation
until Sarraut created provincial Councils, as the preliimEary to a
assembly. This did not materialize until 1920. The electorate
mandarins and notables, graduates of the Franco-Annaiiiite
and licensed merchants. Its importance lay in the historic
it was the first time the people of Annam had been summoned to
their opinion, rather than in the value of the ideas they
Annam was at least two generations behind Toaki&'s	—ia
the Western sense—for there was neither press nor organ for
or expressing public opinion. Sarraut was       the creator of the C«»~
bodiaaCaiis^&l&tt2^
as the Aimamite assemblies.
Cochm-China has the distortion of	the
Council and the only one of any real importance. It
the direct taxes of die colony. Its long	of	has
made it a formidable body to tackle* as ¥areaae	he
had the temerity to propose an income ttt. Although there are
members—the French formed for toag aa
they are functionaries and do art	the taxpayers. They
a deputy of a sort to represent their interests ia Paris,,	fee
filly does by never confomidtBg for a anameot their
of the country as a whole,
'CbcWn-Chiim also boasts the oldest	of the
colony whtd* vote their own biidgets^ bul	«*&

